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College admission means the mutual choice procedure among examinees and 
universities, which main basis is the college entrance examination scores. In order to 
make the best use of human and material resources, examinees, universities and the 
Office of College Admission Committee in every provinces established a set of 
manner and the principles of correlation interaction and coordination under the 
college admission system in nowadays . Those manner and the principles are our 
College Admission Mechanism. 
After a long time reform, the “College Admission, Province Admission Office 
Supervision” Admission System was established in China. It fits the special situation 
of China. But compared to the college admission system in USA, Britain, France, and 
Japan, it looks more rigid.  
Score not only to be the sole criterion for admission, but also tightly bounded 
together with the Examinees’ application. So series of reform measures are introduced 
focus on the application forms, principles and Ratio of Sending Files. The new 
reforms will affect the relationship between Examinees and universities and their own 
interests. 
The methodologies in this study are literature method, questionnaire method, 
interview method,and case study. And in the end of the study, I found that the 
examinees have occupied more specific information if filling the application after 
knowing the scores and the lowest acceptable mark. It could reduce the risk of 
Examinees, but it has reinforced the conception of "score is all ", and the phenomenon 
increased which the lowest acceptable mark made by college is low this year and high 
in another year. From the gradient application to the parallel application，it reduces 
the possibility that examinee which made a high scores failed in the college entrance 
examination. On the other hand it has made a crucial influence on sending files, there 
is some negative effect on reducing the score gaps between examinees. The ratio of 
the sending files reduced the risk that examinee failed in the college entrance 















So we should establish a correct education philosophy at first , which will guide 
people to realize the importance gradually which educate a man developed freely and 
comprehensively， it also will eliminate the conception of "score is all" . Secondly, 
we should strengthen the guidance education of college admission in high school ; We 
may try to expand the choice opportunities of Examinees and college opportunities by 
"completely parallel application" mode; We could construct "credit system" and  
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